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AWESOME NEW Audi Q3 Compact SUV 2019
TAGAYTAY, Philippines - Dec. 17, 2018 - PRLog -- The Compact SUV market is flooded with new
amazing high-tech crossovers from nearly all car manufactures. There is literally a new compact SUV for
any taste and wallet! Some are "just" re-designed" face-lifted models and some are brand new in this highly
popular car segment. And no doubt the SUV and crossover segment is huge right now. Before it was just in
the US and part of Asia where 4x4 SUVs has been popular for a long time, but now Europe and the entire
globe is basically going crazy with these tough looking compact SUVs.
And admittedly you sit nice and conformable in most of these crossovers. Some are better that others
off-course but so it the price range! There are many new very good affordable crossovers and Compacts
SUV like the new Volkswagen Tiguan R-Line, SEAT Ateca, Skoda Karoq, Honda CR-V, Mazda CX 5,
Subaru Outback, Volvo XC40, Ford Kuga, Jaguar E-Pace, BMW X1, Mercedes Benz GLA, Nissan, Nissan
Qashqai, Toyota RAV4, Hyundai Tucson, KIA Sportage etc.
And then there is the "ALL" NEW Audi Q3 2019 model year that has gone through major re-design inside
and out. The Exterior of the New Audi Q3 has become more bold and aggressive and sporty and more SUV
like in a way. It looks a bit like the new Audi Q8! and also on the interior it is a completely new car and
again you can tell that the designers got inspired by the bigger Audi Q8 when they designed this great
looking SUV.
The new Audi Q3 is High quality build with high-end premium luxury feel. Soft touches in most places
both in front and back of the car. Mixed with nice looking leather surfaces in visible places and some very
comfortable sport chairs. All this makes the cabin really upmarket and luxurious. Audi tweaked the old
design into a more aggressive sporty looking tough crossover with Audi's signature Quattro all-wheel drive
system. The new Q3 is also equipped with the latest safety features and high-techs and the smart digital
cockpit. Audi actually updated the virtual cockpit with the latest navigation plus edition for 2019, and it is
really impressive. With very advanced navigation in both dashboard on the digital displays and on the large
infotainment screen in the center of dashboard. Away is the floating screen! This is just like a mini Audi
Q8.
Even though Audi is a premium car brand and the new Audi Q3 looks very premium and luxurious the
price tag for the entry level is not to scary. It is on the same level as VW Tiguan R-Line and Jaguar E-Pace.
Still a bit pricey but with discounts or special offers, price can easily go down. Euroman Driver has made a
short walk-around review of the new Audi Q3 that you can find on EuromanDriver Car News Online
Magazine. Visit EuromanDriver.com
EuromanDriver is an online car news website with the latest news about cars and anything related to cars.
EuromanDriver.com is doing car reviews and test driving on most popular models is every segment.
EuromanDriver was established in 2017.
Please Visit https://www.euromandriver.com
Audi Q3 2019 Review:
https://www.euromandriver.com/news/all-new-2019-audi-q3-is-here-is-this-the-best-compact-suv
How To Get A Discount on a new car:
https://www.euromandriver.com/how-to-get-a-discount-on-a-new-car.html
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